5129F2 SET UP INSTRUCTIONS
1) Prepare a suitable location for your
new fountain. The fountain should set
on a firm and level pad.
2) Always follow local electrical codes
and connect to a safe GFCI circuit.
3) Place pump inside 6129H bowl unit.
Insert pump cord through the hole in the
bowl floor. About 10” from pump, push
larger stopper around pump cord. Then
push stopper into place in the bowl floor.
4) Insert the exhaust adapter into the top
of the pump (if not already attached).
5) Insert tube into the stopper with the
larger hole such that the tube top is even
with the wider end of the stopper. The
rest of the tube should extend out the
smaller end of the stopper.
6) Press stopper/tube into the hole in the
bottom of the 5129 top, leaving a little of
the tube extending under the 5129.
7) While one or two people hold the 5129
over the fountain bowl, another person
should push the pump and its exhaust
adapter up into the open end of the tube.
Then gently set the 5129 down into place within the fountain bowl.
8) Fill the bowl to about 1” from the top.

( TIP: to help the water flow smoothly, set
a large, oblong stone inside the 5129H top!)

9) Read your pump instructions. Then, plug in the pump and enjoy your fountain. If the
pump does not immediately begin working, there may be an “airlock” within the impeller
chamber. Simply unplug and plug in a few times and it should start. Reach inside and
tighten the Restrictor if you desire to reduce the water flow.
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IMPORTANT – WINTER CARE
Winter ice build-up can cause damage to concrete statuary. Follow these tips to reduce winter weathering to your fountain:
* Disconnect power to pumps and lights.
* Remove plugs / stoppers in all fountain bowls to open drains and let all moisture out. Keep drains open throughout winter.
* Place an absorbant material like burlap, blankets, etc. inside vases/bowls and cover all with a Henri fountain cover.
* Do not allow snow or ice to build up on or against the concrete. Remove snow before it turns to ice. Do not use salt or
chemical ice removers as these may damage concrete.
By following these simple and sensible precautions during the winter season, you will protect your fountain for years of beauty
and enjoyment.

